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YET ANOTHER DISSERTATION UPONRESIDENC
B' Fiona T. Campbell,
Exchange Student
Bishop's University

After two years in an all women's residence and a
month's not too quiet observation of Mackenzie and the
Lister Complex in general, I present here before your.
very eyes my own final opinion of residence after
lengthy premeditation and much research.

As far as residences are concerned, those on the
University of Alberta's campus contain some of the
finest potential I've seen. However, in the interests of
economy some peculiar ideas about the requirements of
frosh and students in general, residence has here as
elsewhere been successfully killed.

Students today may be younger and somewhat less
experienced in handling themselves socially, but the
average student is infinitely more independent than his
1950 counterpart. Elaborate social prearrangements are
no longer necessary, rather the opportunity and the
desire to seek out one's own types of people is the
preference which makes residence as it is somewhat
obsolete.

Under present conditions, the student is restricted to
his all men or women friends after certain hours, where
he battles any number of additional difficulties arising
from a lack of privacy. The initial social arrangements
for introducing the new student to the university are
really very commendable but the sometimes palpable
atmosphere of forced participation later in the year gets
to be a bit much. However, let not the very
commendable efforts put out by the various house
committees go unappreciated, because there were some
really fine bashes arranged which most people enjoyed.
If the house committees stick with taking care of the
house and not get involved with elaborate sessions over
the violation of petty rules, res could be almost bearable
this year.

Involvement seems to be sadly lacking in residence,
perhaps a reaction to the incredible group involvement
that evolves in such a situation. As 10% of the campus is
living in residence, but does not proportionately
participate, the actual involvement would seem
somewhat minimal.

Heaven forbid that I should defame beer socials or
cafeteria dances; they supply the near ideal occasion for
happenstance meetings and are usually one hell of a
good time. I refer, rather, to the incidentals that have
arisen around the very structure of residences and the
apex of their administrative processes.

Ideally, the residence is reasonably accessible to the
rest of the campus, and is a guaranteed place to crash to
anyone who is registered at the university. It is a neat
package: a place to hang your hat, eat three square
meals prepared by someone else, with washing machine
facilities, telephones, a maid who sweeps the place out
once a week and leaves clean sheets, and a study room
or two in which to pursue academic inclinations. In
reality it is all of the above. Additionally it is segregated,
overcrowded, lacking in privacy, and saddled with the
most ridiculous set of rules ever compiled for the
cornplacent people who find themselves living there.

All activities concerning the whòle of the university
life are well advertised. Yet how easily residence
becomes the centre for those who inhabit it, unless they
divorce themselves from the place and use it for eating,
sleeping and occasional study. This was the original
purpose. Somewhere along the line residence got out of
hand, and frosh introduction week and all the suggested
activities were prolonged to encompass the entire year.

There are definite social benefits to be gained living in
residence. As an out of province student, res appealed to
me as the ideal way to meet people from this side of the
country. It also removed the problems of stepping off a
plane and taking trunk in hand to find a place to live.
The flurry of activity and the genuine warmth extended
to me by the various committees was sincerely
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appreciated over the settling in period. Now established
though, I find myself resenting the fact that in the coe
residence there are such extensive restrictions to effec
nullifying the coed concept. I also resent the fact I an
paying an exorbitant fee for no privacy, mediocre mea
and restriction in every social sense--cloak-and-dagg
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fines handed out from house committees who don
believe in what they are forced to do.
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